
ELK-C1M1 TECH NOTE #00317

NETWORK (LAN) PORT REQUIREMENTS 

Disregard this Tech Note if using the ELK-C1M1 in cellular only mode.

The ELK-C1M1 dual path alarm communicator can be used to report alarm messages over its Cellular path only, its Internet path only (via 
customer LAN), or both paths.  When both paths are configured, the ELK-C1M1 will prioritize to its Internet path first and switch over to 
Cellular if unsuccessful.  It does not report to both!

When using the Internet path, the C1M1 requires specific IP ports to be available for OUTBOUND (originate) traffic.  Residential networks 
do not generally restrict outgoing port traffic, however, commercial and sophisticated residential networks generally employ some form 
of internet firewall in order to tightly control and limit port traffic.  In order to use C1M1 on an install that has an internet firewall, its port 
requirements must be considered and managed appropriately.  At the bottom of this note there is a listing of the ports, their usage and 
descriptions.  Please read and follow this important information. 

Non-Alarm usage - The primary and intended application of the ELK-C1M1 is alarm communications.  However, the ELK-C1M1 can 
optionally be used for non-alarm communications with the M1 Control such as the remote programming via the ELK-RP software, or 
remote control of the M1 Control via 3rd party apps like eKeypad and M1TouchPro.  The C1M1 and all the approved software products 
utilize strong encryption algorithms and security measures to prevent hackers or security breaches.  Even so, we recognize that some 
customers may prefer to lock out all remote access and utilize the C1M1 only for its primary purpose of alarm communications.  For this 
reason, we do provide the ability to totally disable remote connections through the C1M1 to the M1 Control.  

Inbound Port Forwarding? - No inbound port forwarding is required by the ELK-C1M1 in order to use the optional remote programming 
or remote software apps.  This is because all necessary connections are originated as OUTBOUND from the customer premises.  Elk 
provides a proxy cloud service that facilitates the optional remote connectivity.

Customers that have a network firewall installed will need to set or adjust their firewall settings to allow OUTBOUND connections on 
specific ports needed by the ELK-C1M1.  Some of these are mandatory, others are optional based on the customer’s requirements.

Ports 3061 and 3071 (verify numbers with your Central Station) are mandatory.  The port numbers which your Central Station has 
assigned to their IP Receivers must be opened to OUTBOUND UDP connections in order for the C1M1 to communicate with the 
Central Station.  CAUTION!  Ask your Central Station and verify that the appropriate matching ports are programmed and opened 
in any customer provided firewal!  Central Station communications over the Internet path will not work if these ports are not open 
Outbound!

Port 8888 is mandatory ONLY if you have the ELK-C1M1 connected to the Internet and wish for it to connect with the ElkLink Back-end 
Server over the Internet path.  There is an option on the ElkLink Device setup page titled: “Allow ElkLink over LAN.”  If this option is 
enabled, port 8888 will need to be opened to OUTBOUND TCP connections.  If not enabled, or if Port 8888 is not opened to Outbound 
traffic, C1M1 will only be able to connect with the ElkLink Back-end server via the Cell path, assuming the Cell path is currently 
available and connected.  Enabling connectivity to ElkLink over LAN not only provides a backup to Cell, but it also supports faster 
communications as long as the Internet path is currently available and connected.   

    
 What is the ElkLink Back-end Server?  This location is where the CS reporting and general setup parameters for the ELK-C1M1 are 

backed up and managed by the Alarm Company.  This server also facilitates the optional End Customer remote access via the free 
ElkLink website or free ElkLink Mobile remote app.  C1M1 is programmed to connect and remain connected to ElkLink at all times.  If 
connectivity to ElkLink is temporarily lost, modifications made on the ElkLink server will be held in queue and sent to the C1M1 once 
connection is restored.  C1M1 does not require a constant connection with ElkLink to fulfill its mission of reporting alarms to the central 
station.  C1M1 locally stores all its critical parameters and relies on connectivity with ElkLink only for changes or modifications the 
Alarm Company may wish to make.  During a temporary outage with ElkLink, End Customer remote connectivity via the free web or 
mobile apps will be unavailable until connectivity between the C1M1 to ElkLink is restored.  

 Important: If your customer does not wish to use the optional ElkLink web or mobile applications, these may be disabled by simply not 
providing an End Customer Login to the customer, or by not linking their Device ID to their login.  Please remember that the opening 
of Port 8888 to OUTBOUND TCP connections is still mandatory if you wish for C1M1 to be able to obtain changes or modifications  to 
its CS reporting and general setup parameters over the Internet connection.  

Port 8899 is OPTIONAL.  This port will only need to be opened to OUTBOUND TCP connections if you wish to use the ElkRP Remote 
Programming software, or the End Customer third party mobile apps called eKeypad or M1TouchPro.  C1M1 uses this port to reach 
the ElkLink Proxy Server via the Internet connection.  This server facilitates the remote (proxy) connectivity of these programs 
without need for static IP addresses or port forwarding.  The ElkRP software and the 3rd party remote apps will not be able to proxy 
connect if this port is not opened (blocked).  

If you have any questions or concerns please call and speak with one of our Technical Support Specialists.


